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SPEED BUMPS 

Speed bumps are constructed from durable rubber and designed to reduce and control the speed of vehicles in parking 

lots, roadways, and private lanes. Our speed bumps include embedded reflectors and glass elements for visibility. 

Their modular design allows for easy installation, with the rubber base providing a firm grip.   

4 ft. 

Item No. Length Width Height Weight Yellow EPDM Stripe 

PAB-SP-27MB   

PAB-SP-27MY 
20” 16" 3" 30 lb. Reflective Arrows 

PAB-SP-27EB 

PAB-SP-27EY 
10” 16" 3" 13 lb 2 oz. N/A 

PAB-SP-29M 4 ft. 11" 2" 32 lb. 5 oz. 4 pc x 4" Width 

PAB-SP-26M 6 ft. 11" 2" 48 lb. 8 oz. 5 pc x 4" Width 

PAB-SP-26E N/A N/A N/A 3 lb. 8 oz. N/A 

6 ft. 

Arrow Speed Bump 
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4" or 6" 

SPEED BUMP / SPEED HUMP INSTALLATION GUIDE 
Components 
     Speed bumps 
     1/2" (diameter), 14" (length) rebar spikes for asphalt or lag bolts with shields  
            for concrete 
Required Tools 
 Gloves, safety glasses 
 Traffic cone, drums or barricades for securing the site 
 Mallet 
 Heavy duty electric drill 
 1/2" masonry bit and, if installed with lag bolts, a masonry bit required for the shields 

- consult bit size side of shield - often 5/8" 
 Drive socket and power tool for installation of lag bolts 
 
The flexible design of the rubber speed bump/hump allows the product to conform to the contour of uneven road surfaces 
and can be installed on both asphalt and concrete.  
 
Asphalt Installation: Installation of speed bumps with spikes 
(Ideal for permanent speed bump installation) 
Step 1 - Drill 1/2" diameter holes (3" - 4" in depth) in the asphalt through the product’s holes. 
Step 2 - Drive 1/2" rebar spike (14" long) through the holes in the substrate. 
 
Concrete Installation: Installation of speed bumps with lag bolts and metal or plastic shields.  Be sure not to drill into an 
epoxy-coated parking membrane (breaking the seal) or a pre-stressed concrete slab with cable.  In either of these cases, the 
speed bump will need to be adhered to the surface with an epoxy or urethane adhesive (such as PL Premium).  Work over 
the rubber bottom prior to adhesion and remove loose debris. 
(Removable lag bolts are ideal for temporary installation or if removal of speed bump/hump is necessary) 
Step 1 - Use 1/2" lag bolts (5 1/2" long) and applicable shields. 
Step 2 - Drill 1/2" diameter pilot holes (3" - 4" in depth) through the bump/hump installation holes. 
Step 3 - Remove the bump/hump. Re-drill the holes for the diameter and depth required by the metal/plastic shields. 
Step 4 - Install the shields, reposition the bump/hump and fasten with bolts. 
 
Maintenance 
Speed bumps/humps require minimal maintenance. Periodically inspect the bolts and tighten if necessary. 

Item No. Length Width Height Weight Quantity/Ctn 

PAA-SC-4B-12 12” - - .8 lb 100 

PAA-SC-4B-14 14” - - 1.5 lb 25 

PAA-SC-2 4” - - .2 lb 100 

PAA-SC-1 6” - - .3 lb 100 

12” or 14" 


